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In this paper, we have presented a simulation study to analyze the power
quality of three phases medium voltage grid connected with distribution
generation (DG) such as photovoltaic (PV) farms and its control schemes.
The system uses two-stage energy conversion topology composed of a DC to
DC boost converter for the extraction of maximum power available from the
solar PV system based on incremental inductance technique and a three-level
voltage source inverter (VSI) to connect PV farm to the power grid. To
maintain the grid voltage and frequency within tolerance following
disturbances such as voltage swells and sags, a fuzzy logic-based Dynamic
Voltage Restorer is proposed. The role of the DVR is to protect critical loads
from disturbances coming from the network. Different fault conditions
scenarios are tested and the results such as voltage stability, real and reactive
powers, current and power factor at the point of common coupling (PCC) are
compared with and without the DVR system.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The capacity of renewable energy is set to increase by 50% between 2019 and 2024 in the latest
forecasts of the International Energy Agency for 5 years and solar PV controls the largest proportion of them.
This represents an increase of 1,200 GW, which corresponds to the total installed capacity of the United
States today. Solar PV alone represents about 60% of this projected growth [1]. In 2016; nearly 80 GW of PV
panels were installed worldwide [2]. This corresponds, in average, to the installation of more than 31,000 PV
panels per hour and represents a growth of 48% compared to 2015. The global installed capacity for solar PV
reached 303 GW in 2016. The orientation of China's energy policies towards renewable energies has made it
the world leader in solar PV with installed capacity in 2018 of 45 GW (cumulative capacity of 176 GW),
India is the second global leader with 11 GW and the United States comes in 3rd with 10.6 GW, closely
followed by Japan with a cumulative of 56 GW. Germany is fourth with 45.4 GW [1,3]. Solar is an
inherently time-varying source of energy due to the variability of the sun’s irradiance throughout the day and
across the seasons. Thus, the integration of such stochastic and unpredictable renewable energy sources into
the network poses new challenges to grid operators in maintaining a stable secure energy supply. This can
cause power quality issues due to the appearance of phenomena like flickers, fault ride through, voltage dips /
swells, high voltage ride-through (HVRT) and low voltage ride through (LVRT), harmonic resonance, phase
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imbalance or low power factor which are among the major concerns of power utilities and regulators. Power
quality issues will become crucial as renewable energy sources penetration increases [3-5].
In practice, voltage sag and harmonics are the major problems in a power system. They can cause
malfunctioning or tripping of equipment and many other problems on the power system. Electricity
generation from solar energy has been one of the fastest growing technology and has become, globally, the
most promising renewable energy resource [3]. In [6], the authors applied a Dynamic Voltage Restorer
(DVR) to enhance the power quality and the low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability of a hybrid
distribution generation (DG) system connected to a three-phase medium-voltage network. In [7], a
comprehensive review of several control schemes to enhance the LVRT capability of grid-feeding converters
is presented. The paper also discusses the respective advantages and limitations of each control strategy. The
authors in [8-9], discussed the use of PV-based DVR to compensate and safeguard the power quality and
maintain voltage stability between the PCC and the distribution network. A novel control strategy of the
DVR is proposed for the mitigation voltage disturbances such as sags and swells. In [10-14], the
implementation of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer for voltage quality improvement in the system integrated
with Distributed generation (DG). The authors highlight the ways to speed up the technology development
towards the extensive integration of the DVR in the near future. As mentioned above; the DVR can be
integrated into the network in several control configurations to overcome the problems related to power
quality. In this work, the DVR is integrated to a power grid connected to a PV farm in order to mitigate the
intermittency and variability of solar energy and overcome grid faults caused by voltage sags and swell at the
PCC. The proposed DVR control scheme employs a fuzzy logic controller and an in-phase compensation
technique. The designed DVR and the electric system are evaluated under various fault conditions.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed topology of the
PV farms connected to the DVR and tied to the grid. In Section 3, the structure of DC to DC and DC to AC
converters models are developed. The DVR topology and its basic control scheme are described in Section 4.
Section 5 presents a series of simulation results to demonstrate the improvement of voltage stability and
power controllability with the proposed DVR circuit. Conclusions of the paper are summarized in Section 6.

2.

PROPOSED SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND NETWORK TOPOLOGY ESEARCH METHOD
The proposed power system model is shown in Figure 1. It is composed of five PV farms of 100 kW
each. The PV farms are interfaced to the distribution grid through a three phase PMW inverter and threephase alternating current choke filter.

Figure 1. Power system model studied including five PV farms integrated to grid and connected to the DVR.

The five PV farms have the same power rating and same topology. However, each farm is simulated
with different solar irradiation as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.Solar irradiances of the five PV farms.

3.

MODELING OF THE PV CELL AND CONVERTERS
The PV cell model used in the paper is based on the two-diode equivalent circuit model
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. PV cell equivalent circuit model [15]

The expression of the I-V curve describing the equivalent circuit shown of Figure 3 is given in terms
of the total cell current [15]:
𝐼 = 𝐼ph − 𝐼d1 − 𝐼d2 −
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η is the ideality factor.
The PV Module and PV field are modeled by considering that all the PV cells are extremely
identical and have the same ambient conditions. If there are Ns cells connected in series and Np in parallel
then the series resistance Rs and parallel resistance Rp are scaled by a factor of Ns/Np as shown in equation (3)
below [15]:
𝑅p,field =

𝑁𝑠
𝑁𝑝

. 𝑅p,cell

(3)

The PV power conversion is controlled by a Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm to extract
the maximum power via DC to DC converter of a high efficiency that acts as an optimal electrical load for a
PV cell, most often for array or solar panel, and converts the power into a voltage or current level that is
better suited to the load that the system is designed to provide. PV cells have a single operating point where
the current (I) and voltage (V) values of the cell result in maximum output power [16]. Figure 4 shows the
I–V characteristic of the PV module. The short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage and maximum power
points are highlighted on the I-V curves.
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Figure 4. I-V and P-V curves of a Photovoltaic module for varying solar irradiation levels at a
temperature of 25°C

As shown in Figure 4, the MPP defines the maximum power PMP = VMPIMP obtainable from the PV
module. The voltage VMP is found by solving:
dPpv
dVpv

|

𝑑(𝐼pv 𝑉pv )

=

|

dVpv

𝑉=𝑉MP

= 1 + 𝑉pv
𝑉=𝑉MP

dIpv
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|

=0

(4)

𝑉=𝑉MP

The current IMP is then determined by evaluating Equation (1) at V = VMP[17].
The PV array considered in this simulation study consists of seven (7) modules in series and (47)
parallel strings in order to generate 100 kW at solar irradiance of 1000 W/m² and an output DC voltage of
380V. There are several MPPT methods available in the literature [18].In this work, the Incremental
Conductance (InC) algorithm which can be regarded as an improved version of the popular P&O is
employed[15]. This method was proposed to handle rapidly changing atmospheric conditions [19].
The gradient of the power curve is:
dPPV
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=
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Multiplying both sides by 1/VPV leads to:
1 dPPV
𝑉PV dVPV

=

𝐼PV
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+

dIPV
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= 𝐺PV + dGPV

(7)

Where G and dG denote the conductance and incremental conductance respectively.
The DC to DC converter is used to change the voltage level of a DC source. The inductor and
capacitors parameter values in the boost converter circuit are: C=0,1mF, C1=C2=12 mF, L1=5 mH. Based on
the instantaneous values of the current and voltage, the duty cycle of the boost DC-DC converter is
continuously adjusted by the MPPT controller to ensure that the PV generator always operates at its MPP for
any irradiance and temperature conditions [15]. In high voltage and high power applications, it is suitable to
operate with high voltages to keep the currents within reasonable levels. This needs the DC bus voltage Vd to
exceed the voltage ratings of the converter power switches [20]. Therefore, integration of renewable energy
can cause serious power quality issues. Among these, the harmonics generated by in inverters and injected
into grid are of major concern [21-23]. For linear modulation (i.e. for amplitude modulation factor ma ≤ 1)
the amplitude of the first harmonics changes linearly accordingly to the change of the amplitude modulation
factor, so the expression for phase voltage has the form:
𝑉1,LN = 𝑚𝑎

𝑉DC
2
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4.

DVR TOPOLOGY
The Dynamic Voltage Restorer consists of a Voltage Source Converter (VSC), a switching control
scheme, an energy storage device and a coupling transformer connected in series with the AC system. The
DVR can be applied to a variety of power quality and reliability problems including dip voltage
compensation, voltage unbalance, voltage regulation, harmonic isolation, power factor correction and
power outages. Therefore, it can provide protection against any sags, swells, and large fluctuations in the
alternating current line voltage [24]. The DVR injects a three phase AC voltage in series and synchronized
with the distribution feeder voltages of the AC power system. The amplitude and phase of the injected
voltage can be varied to regulate the exchange of active and reactive powers between the DVR and power
system within predetermined limits negative (power absorption) and positive (power injection) [24]. The
DVR can provide harmonic isolation to prevent harmonics in the source voltage from reaching the load. In
addition, the DVR also provides voltage balancing and voltage regulation [24].
The general configuration of a DVR includes:
−
Injection/Booster transformer
−
Harmonic filter
−
Storage device
−
Voltage Source Converter
−
DC charging circuit
−
Control and Protection system
The DVR inject a voltage amplitude can be expressed as:
𝑉DVR = 𝑉Lo + 𝑍TH 𝐼Lo − 𝑉TH

(9)

Where VLo is the load voltage magnitude, ZTH is the load impedance, VTH denotes the system voltage
during fault condition and ILo represents the load current which is done by:
𝐼Lo =

𝑃Lo +𝑗𝑄Lo
𝑉Lo

(10)

When VLo is considered as a reference equation can be rewritten
𝑉DVR = 𝑉Lo ∠0 + 𝑍TH ∠𝛽−𝜃 ILo ∠0 − 𝑉TH ∠𝛿
𝜃
𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 ( Lo )
𝑃Lo

(11)
(12)

The complex power injection of DVR can be written as:
𝑆DVR = 𝑉DVR 𝐼Lo ∗

(13)

Only the required reactive power is injected which can be provided by the DVR itself [24].

5.

VOLTAGE STABILITY AND POWER CONTROLLABILITY: SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the contribution impact of D-FACTS to the PV farms tied to grid, we have chosen the
DVR as case of study. The DVR has a power rating of 4MVA and is used to regulate voltage on a 30 kV
distribution grid connected to bus B2. One feeder transmits power to a local load connected at bus B3 which
represents a plant continuously absorbing fluctuating currents, thus causes voltage flicker. an appropriate
voltage is injected by the DVR in order to regulate the voltage of the bus B1 and B3. This voltage transfer is
done through the reactance of the coupling transformer by producing a secondary voltage in phase with the
primary voltage (grid side).The simulation scenario considered in this case study consists of creating two
faults of 0.3 second duration each during a simulation time of three seconds. The first fault is a swell voltage
created between 0.8 and 1.1 seconds and the second fault is a sag voltage fault set between 1.25 seconds to
1.55 seconds, as shown in Figure 5. The swell voltage fault is simulated as an increase of 20% of the nominal
voltage while the sag voltage was set to decrease by 10% of nominal voltage.
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Figure 5. The sag and swell voltage magnitude curves at point common coupling.

The scenarios of simulation are:
DVR disconnected, and no fault applied.
DVR disconnected with a fault applied.
DVR in operation with same scenarios as above.
During normal operation, the dynamic voltage restorer remains in standby mode. When a voltage
swell occurs, the control device detects the fault in the sytem and the DVR injects the appropriate voltage as
seen in Figures 6, 7 and 8.
−
−
−

Figure 6. Phase voltage at point common coupling during sag and swell faults.

When the swell voltage happens at 0.8 second, the DVR injects a compensating voltage and after a
transient lasting approximately 0.1131 second, the steady state is reached as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Phase voltage at PCC during swell fault

In the case of voltage sag occurring at 1.25 seconds the grid voltage at the PCC reaches the steady
state after 2 cycles which corresponds to approximately 0.036 seconds as seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Phase voltage during sag fault at point common coupling

The active and reactive powers are seen in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. In Figure 9 and during the
swell fault, we can observe small overshoots and oscillations in the active power for 2 cycles of transient
when the DVR is not in operation, but the oscillations are completely damped when the DVR is switched on.
For a sag fault and without DVR, the grid voltage exhibits a large transient lasting for 9 cycles which, again,
is completely damped when the DVR is introduced.

Figure 9. Injected active power PV farms to network

As depicted in Figure 10 the reactive power flow at the PCC during two faults and during the swell
fault the oscillations of reactive power are more important as compared to the case of sag fault where the
overshoots are smaller in magnitude with the DVR contribution. In the case of voltage sag fault and without
the DVR, the flow of reactive power increases in magnitude, direction and duration.
After a short oscillation appearing at the onset of the fault, the reactive power exhibits a large
overshoot at 1.39 seconds corresponding to an injection of +181.2 kVar. The reactive power suddenly
decreased to -139.1 kVar at 1.535 seconds, then after several oscillations the system’s normal operation is
restored at the end of the sag fault at 1.957 seconds compared with the case with DVR contribution where it
can be observed that the oscillations have been completely damped at 1.699 seconds.

Figure 10. Reactive power flow at PCC

Figure 11 shows the total current supplied from the PV farms to the load and the grid. It can be
observed that during voltage swell the current has decreased from 11.26 A to 9.16 A in the case where the
Voltage profile and power quality improvement in photovoltaic farms integrated medium … (A. Benali)
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DVR is not in operation. There is a reduction in the current despite a voltage increase (swell fault). This
action is due to PV system inverter in order to regulate its voltage at bus B1.Similarly, it can be seen that the
same contribution of the PV system inverter at the voltage sag fault when the current has increased from a its
normal value of 12.32 A to 14.72 A during the fault and suddenly collapses to 4 A and finally stabilizing
after several oscillations. The effective contribution of the DVR in stabilizing the current at its normal value
during faults is achieved rapidly and relatively smooth.
Figure 12 illustrates the power factor (PF) behavior at the PCC. Under normal operation the PF is
kept at unity by placing 10 kVar capacitor bank filtering harmonics at the VSC output of the PV farms so as
to transfer entirely the active power generated by the PV farms to the load and the grid. It is seen in Figure 12
that in the case of voltage swell fault, the operating limits of the system are acceptable. However, without
DVR, the voltage sag caused a significant drop in the PF which reached 0.5 at the end of the disturbance.
It can be concluded that the power factor at the point common coupling is effectively controlled by
the DVR during the voltage fault scenarios considered. The negative impact of renewable energies on power
quality arises mainly from two typical characteristics of renewable energy sources namely their random
variability and the presence of a static converter to interface the generating plants to the grid(with exception
for hydroelectric) [3]. These devices cause harmonics in the system and they are also very sensitive to
distorted voltage waveforms. In normal cases, the inverter connecting the Renewable Energy Conversion
Systems (RECS) to the electrical network modifies the output voltage in order to regulate the active and
reactive currents between the inverter and the grid and to prevent system from instability due to the
widespread deployment of RECS, independent system operators (ISO) require RECS to operate according to
strict network codes so that to remain connected to the network and provide the expected reactive current to
support the electric system during network faults [6], [25].

Figure 11. PV farms injected current.

Figure 12. Power factor at PCC.

6.

CONCLUSION
The results show that the DVR interfaced to photovoltaic systems and tied to grid in medium
voltage is effective in reducing voltage sags and swells with improved voltage regulation capabilities and
flexibility for power factor correction. Our simulation model presents the dynamic interaction between the
DVR converters and the converters of PV system. The Dynamic voltage restorer is one of the fastest and
effective custom power device that has proven its effectiveness for the mitigation of voltage sags and swells.
The simulation study presented in this work has demonstrated that the DVR is a potential power quality
improvement device.
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